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Ok... for those of you who thought
t he first 2 were c andy-appl e
appraisals of life... here comes some
quirky modes, moods, and moments.
I still love it here... but here is some
dinge of the backside. You may have
to slog through... The sentences have
not been produced... they are the raw
thoughts saved from the cutting room
floor...

Language is an art, grammar is a
tool... to be used and abused... but
never succumb to it.

Music
Music... as i write, there is the
whining of a Brit who thought he was
bet te r than his pe ers to be
c om merc ia l.
The
musi c
available/selection here is good, but
different than California. Dives and
alternatives from the states are
influential here. The music is still
comm packaged, but i think the
promoters here are more concerned
with quality than the preconceived
perceptions of the public’s tastes.
New music is a lot more accessible
here... any CD can be rented for 300
yen for 2 days. You can experiment
without blowing $9 or $15 and if you
like it... you tape it... or buy it for 3000
yen. People choose their own
music... not what was formatted for
them. (140 yen = $1)
There are only 3 radio stations in
Osaka and one of them is owned by
the government. One might think
that this would lead to pop wars
snatc hing at "market share".
Fortunately the most successful
station plays "amusic" with the varied
format of a college radio station. One
hour may be punk and the next, the
UK top 20. It is diverse and
e nc oura ge s
t hought
and
discrimination.
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Love Life Tidbit
Eiko and I are still going out. It’s
been three months and only 2
"discussions". We have told Mr
Yamamura (our common friend) that
we are going out. Also her family
seems to be happy about me... good
signs so far.

New Year Shrine Visit
On new Year’s Eve and Day, Eiko
and I visited several shrines and
temples. This is a common practice
during New Year’s week. There
were many ladies and some men
dressed in kimonos. We partook in
such activities as drinking sacred sake
from a saucer. (try saying that really
fast 10 times), and ringing bells for
good luck. At a temple, we also lit the
end of a piece of rope on fire which
was to be carried home smouldering
in order to start a special fire to cook
new years food on.(tongue twister)
We had to put ours out since it got too
crowded.
New Year’s Eve is really a big
event in Japan. Everyday of the year
except New year’s Eve, the trains
stop running about midnite. On New
year’s eve/day, they run all nite long!
It’s a pretty weird feeling to be
packed onto a train at 3 am, when
usually after 9pm the trains are almost
deserted.

Kimono
New Years Day was the first time
that i wore my new kimono. I had
mentioned to a colleague at work that
i wanted to buy a kimono. Since his
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wife’s family sold kimonos, he
arranged to have me fitted for one.
Buying a kimono is kinda like buying
a suit, you must pick out the cloth and
then be measured for it. Unlike a suit,
the only measurements that are
necessary is the overall length and the
sleeve length. Fortunately, along the
wa ist a nd c he st, i t is a
one-size-fits-all... so when i am old
and fat... it will still fit. And it
probably won’t go out of style in the
next few hundred years. Anyways, it
took about a month to tailor and it was
ready a few days before New Years.
In general, kimonos (male and
female) are a two people dressing job.
For New Year’s day I had Eiko’s
mom help me get dressed while Eiko
took pictures. Since i am so thin, the
first step was to wrap a few layers of
towels around my chest and stomach.
Then there is the "underwear"
kimono called nagajuban that goes on
first. Then the actual kimono goes
on. It is held in place by two "belts",
one is utilitarian, the other, called an
obi has fancy folds and ties on it. But
you can’t see them in the picture, the
fancy parts end up on the backside.
The final clothes layer is a coat called
a haori closed in the front with a
tassel. For the feet, there are these
special sock like things that have a
gap next to the big toe for wearing
thongs. The "shoes" are wooden
thongs called geta. The thong is
basically a flat piece of wood
mounted on two 1 inch high risers...
and they are very interesting to walk
in!

New Years Cards
Al though
Christmas
is
commercially celebrated over here,
the big holiday is new years day.
Hallmark must have a subsidiary over
here because the people are crazed
about sending new years cards to each
other. The idea is very similar to
Christmas cards, you send out cards
to everyone you know or have meet
in the past year. But instead of cards
that are folded and inserted into
envelopes, everyone uses something
that is exactly like a post card. On
one side, they have been prestamped

and have room for the to and from
addresses and a small message. On
the other side, people print a silk
sc ree n picture tha t they have
designed. Of course, somewhere on
the card they write "akemashite
omedetoogozaimasu" or "happy new
year". Also, instead of coming on
random days like Christmas cards, if
you mailed them at least a few days
before New Years, all of the cards are
delivered on New Year’s Day.

Language Status
My Japanese speaking ability is
slowly improving all the time.
Although i am living in Japan,
English is spoken most of the time at
work. My real practice of language
occurs when i go out shopping or
eating. I am taking language lessons
twice a week... but since i have a hard
time memorizing random things... i
am progressing a little slowly. Also,
Eiko’s english is at least 10 time
better than my Japanese... so when we
have things to talk over, we usually
default to english. I do know enough
Japanese to introduce myself to
some one a nd hol d a sim pl e
c onversation... but complex
sentences are still a problem.
As far as reading and writing, there
are 3 sets of characters used for
reading, writing: hiragana, katakana,
and kanji. I know the 50 hiragana
fairly well, i know about half of the
50 katakana, and i know about 20 of
the 20,000 kanji based on chinese

characters. I need to learn about 2,000
kanji to be considered literate.

Christmas Presents
Li ke I sa id, the y do have
Christmas here and it is fairly
c om merc ia li ze d li ke most of
America. All of the big department
stores have Christmas decorations up,
but at least they wait until AFTER
Halloween to put up the displays. i
decided that i was going to try and do
some shopping here in japan for my
family’s Christmas presents. As
usual, shopping was a bit of a hassle...
never knowing which item or color to
select. But the biggest hassle (and
expense) was shipping them to
America. First, i had to wrap and box
the gifts so that they were safe from
bombs and idiots dropping the box.
Then i had to take the box to work (on
the crowded train!) so i could go to
the post office during my break. Since
the post office is a little ways away, i
had to borrow one of the company
bikes. The box was too big to fit in the
basket, so i had to balance the whole
works while riding in a busy and
crowded street. Finally, the cost of
shipping the items was MORE than
the actual cost of the items. I know...
"It’s the thought that counts!". The
whole event was worthwhile though,
the gifts arrived in time for Christmas,
and everyone really enjoyed their
traditional gifts from Japan.

I know that i already told you about how crowded the
trains are here. I am not going to try and expand on what i
already said, but a picture (or two) is worth a thousand
words. On the left, you see Tom trying to squeeze in while
the guy next to him is getting shoved in. The gloved
"pushers" are specifically hired to shove people in the train

Snow!
The weather is finally starting to
turn a little more cold now. I have
broken out my down jacket that I used
in Pittsburgh. The nights have been
hitting 0 degree Celsius... just about
freezing... frost can be seen in the
morning. Last week, Eiko, Akira
(Mr. Yamamura), and I went to Kobe
(about 1 hour away) to do some
sightseeing by car. During the
evening we went up a mountain about
100 meters to look at the night view.
It was raining at the base, but when
we got to the lookout point, it was
snowing! So now i have seen my first
snow in Japan. In about a month I
will be skiing on it!

The New Role
For this next topic, I really am
speaking in humility. In many
senses, I wish it was not happening,
but it is happening, and it casts me in
a role that i have never really played
before.
There are only 5 of us gaijin in a
company of many thousand people.
We are a small but visible part of the
company’s master plan to become
more international. Consequently, a
lot of my work is public relations, i
am introduced to "important" people
and am asked to speak many times.
While it’s interesting to meet and chat
with the president and chairman of
the board, it is also a lot of pressure
since we are told to give a 5 minute

during the crowded rush hour. On the right, you see what
happens to you and your belongings when you are the last
one in. The doors have already tried to shut, and it was my
briefcase that prevented them from fully closing. You can
barely make out two gloved hands holding the doors open
while i drag my briefcase inside.

introduction of ourselves in Japanese.
i know these meetings are important
for developing the company and my
career, but sometimes I feel awkward.
Similarly, in the week before the
holidays, i was asked to speak 4
times. 2 of the times i was given less
than 1 hour notice, once for 20 people
and the other time for almost 100
people. And oh course, they suggest
that if i can do some of it Japanese
they would really appreciate it... so
that also makes it more difficult.
Sometimes it feels like i am running
for public office, shaking hands and
kissing babies.
If it sounds like I am complaining,
i really am not. I just want to remind
you that even though it is a lot of fun
here, i do have new pressures and
work.

I know that i have been much
slower to answer peoples letters than
i had anticipated. Don’t worry... you
are not forgotten... i am still working
on balancing my life and priorities. i
don’t always know what i want. I like
to look to the future... but our history
teaches us some important precepts.
It is very difficult to know what is
right to do.
A lot of st imul i c an affec t
motivations and actions. We think
we know what we want, but when we
look back with 20/20 hindsight, why
were we so blind? Ask Rod Serling.
A friend of mine, Tom, saw this.
He had gone alone to the nearby
shrine for the traditional New Year’s
Eve visit. He took in many sights...
scores of sacred trinkets for sale...
liquid women dancing ancient
rthyms... people milling with the
excitement of a festival. He then
came to an area that was solemn but
alive with flame. First there were
candles encircling a worn stone
religious memorial. Next he came to
fire made with sticks with Japanese
writing on them. A few more paces
brought him to fire emanating from
two brazen pots hung in a small hut.
Off in the corner he saw a final fire
that seemed off by itself. He
wandered over to it and wondered
about its significance. His interest
increased as an aging kimono-clad
priest shuffled toward him and the
fire. In the random light he could see
the priest was carrying a bag. He
flushed with the prospect of being the
sole viewer to the special ceremony.

The priest tossed the plastic bag on
the fire and returned to where he had
come from. As the plastic began to
melt away, Tom leaned over to
discover the contents... paper, orange
peels, and food wrappers. He was
witness to the solemn ceremony of
someone throwing away trash. ...
things are rarely what they seem....
much-less people. It’s intuitively
ple asi ng t o be st abl e and
predictable... but feel the grey... and
look around the side. People talk
with their eyes while flapping their
jaw.

"No Problem"
On New Year’s Day (it was really
the 2nd), I met the final member of
Eiko’s family... her father. i had met
her sister and mother a few weeks
before ... on a cold pre-winter
afternoon. Her sister speaks good
Eigo but preferred to be quiet during
the ice cream and tea sipping
introduction. I had been forewarned
that her mother only spoke Nihongo
and was a little worried about our
meeting. To everyone’s pleasant
surprise, our conversation went
smoothly, half in Eigo, half in
Ni hongo. He r eye s a nd hair
rem inded m e a lot of my
grandmother... a lot of spunk and fire.
A positive first encounter. (A
post-comment, all three ladies
independently commented on my
ears.. small and cute... strange
comment, i had only heard it from
Kenny before... but it seems to run in
the family.)
Primed with this first success, i
was still a little leery of meeting her
father... he had been described as
disinterested. Our introduction was

pleasant and polite. Our first
conversations were slightly strained,
as we were both searching for what to
say to a person we barely knew. After
some snacks, Eiko went upstairs to
change into her kimono while i was
left alone with her father. In the past,
I had been asked many questions by
fathers whose daughter i had been
seeing, but that afternoon promised a
new experience. He went into the
other room and retreived a list of no
less than 25 questions that he had
written out. He spent the next hour
reading off the questions and busily
writing notes as i attempted to answer
the delving questions. Topics
included my parent’s name and
address, what my parents did, where
my ancestors came from, what my
ancestors had done, my health,
special habits, my current position at
Matsushita, my career goals,... and
my relationship with Eiko. A fairly
extensive interview! Later during
dinner i asked if I had passed and if I
could continue to see his daughter. I
got the simple reply, "No problem".
Eiko and I are very happy about his
stamp of approval. We are hoping
that this will lead to more positive
things.... like making her curfew a
little later than the current 10:30pm.
I never said that going out in Japan
was easy!

Well that about does it for this
time. I hope things are going well for
you. Talk to you soon.

PASTA !

The Work Gang

